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      AND TO: 

JAGERSFONTEIN COMMUNITY TRUST 
Trust Registration Number: (IT225/09) 

849 Itumeleng Townships, Jagersfontein, 9974 
+27 72 025 3300 gerberej@gmaill.com    

 

 
TO: THE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND CULTURE 
 Office of the MEC 
 Fourth Floor, Business Partners Building 
 BLOEMFONTEIN 
 9300 
 tankiso@sacr.fs.gov.za  

 THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND SANITATION 

ATT: THE MINISTER – MR. SENZO MCHUNU  
185 Francis Baard Street, Pretoria 
Ndivhuyo.mabaya@dhs.gov.za  

  

SOUTH AFRICAN HERITAGE RESOURCES AGENCY (SAHRA) 
111 Harrington Street 
CAPE TOWN 
Western Cape 
8000 
info@sahra.org.za  

FREE STATE HERITAGE RESOURCES AUTHORITY (FSHRA) 
ATT: JEAANE NEL 

Private Bag X20606 
BLOEMFONTEIN 
9300 
nelj@sacr.fs.gov.za  

C.K. LEBONA (Permit Committee Chairperson) 
malintjam@sacr.fs.gov.za                        Date: 21 February 2022 

NOTICE OF FORMAL OBJECTION- 
IN RE: MOTIVATION FOR APPLICATION BY JAGERSFONTEIN DEVELOPMENTS 
(PTY) LTD FOR A PERMIT IN TERMS OF SECTION 38(1) OF THE NATIONAL 
HERITAGE RESOURCES ACT, NO 25 OF 1999 (“NHRA”) FOR THE PROPOSED 
BACKFILLING OF THE OLD JAGERSFONTEIN OPEN PIT LOCATED ON PORTION 
15 OF THE FARM JAGERSFONTEIN 14 IS, SITUATED IN THE MAGISTARIAL 
DISTRICT OF XHARIEP, FREE STATE PROVINCE1 
 
                                                            
1  For ease of reference, the author hereof attached hereto a copy of the ‘Motivation for Application’ 

as Annexure ‘A’.  

Your Ref: 9/2/321/0001 

Our Ref: JCT-02/2022 
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The subject refers. 

This correspondence serves to, at the outset, notify the relevant parties and/or 

authorities that the Jagersfontein Community Trust (JCT), on behalf of the community it 

represents, hereby vehemently objects to the approval of the abovementioned permit 

application brought by Jagersfontein Developments (Pty) Ltd. The author hereof 

endeavors to, in the paragraphs which follow hereunder, reiterate and notify the 

recipients hereof of the facts warranting the aforementioned objection. 

1. JCT’s 2013 appeal to dismiss the issuing of Permit No. 308 (Case 508)-  

1.1 The Appeals Authority had in 2013 upheld the appeal lodged by the JCT 

against the issuing of the abovementioned permit number, so issued to 

JD. Accordingly, the decision to issue said permit was subsequently set 

aside on 30 August 2013.2  

1.2 JCT’s successful appeal referred to in 1.1 above was primarily based on 

JD’s inconsiderate infringement on the community’s constitutional3 and 

statutory right to be consulted as a community who were to be materially 

and adversely affected by the proposed development approved under 

Permit Number 308 (Case No. 508). 

1.3 On 21 January 2014, JD’s attorneys withdrew the then impugned 

application in a letter addressed to the South African Heritage Authority 

(SAHRA).4 From the aforementioned correspondence, the only ostensible 

                                                            
2  Kindly refer to the Appeal Authority’s Ruling attached hereto as Annexure ‘B’. 
3  Section 33(1), read with sections 59, 72 and 162 of the Constitution of the Republic of South 

Africa, 1996 
4  Kindly refer to JD’s withdrawal notice attached hereto as Annexure ‘C’ 
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reason for such withdrawal was to avoid consulting the public on the issue 

of the back filling of the tailings. 

2. JCT’s objection to the current permit application (2019 – 2022)- 

2.1 JD had around 2019 lodged the exact application as the application 

lodged in 2012 namely; a permit to rehabilitate the open cast mines. In 

2019, JD’s attorneys issued out a document entitled - 

“MOTIVATION FOR APPLICATION BY JAGERSFONTEIN 

DEVELOPMENTS (PTY) LTD FOR A PERMIT IN TERMS OF 

SECTION 38(1) OF THE NATIONAL HERITAGE RESOURCES 

ACT, NO 25 OF 1999 (“NHRA”) FOR THE PROPOSED 

BACKFILLING OF THE OLD JAGERSFONTEIN OPEN PIT 

LOCATED ON PORTION 15 OF THE FARM JAGERSFONTEIN 14 

IS, SITUATED IN THE MAGISTARIAL DISTRICT OF XHARIEP, 

FREE STATE PROVINCE” 

Thereafter, JD’s experts completed the Notification of Intention to Develop 

(NID) which appears to be a carbon copy of their 2013 application. 

2.2 The following will illustrate how JD has, again, failed to meaningfully 

engage the community through participatory consultations and 

subsequent considerations of the community of Jagersfontein’s legitimate 

and desperate concerns: 

2.2.1 On 30 December 2021, JD handed out a few pamphlets in the town 

area of Jagersfontein, a town which their lawyer had, on her own 
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version, described as a ‘ghost town’, and failed to do so in the 

Itumaleng Township in which most of Jagersfontein’s community 

members reside. 

2.2.2 The abovementioned pamphlets advertised the holding of a public 

participation meeting which was held on 2 December 2021,5 a mere 

two days after their so-called invitation was ostensibly distributed. 

3. The events that transpired on the date of the purported community 

consultation- 

3.1 On 2 December 2021, the intended community consultation was not 

attended by the majority of the community and the relevant stakeholders 

because of the short notice as well as due to the fact that the meeting’s 

venue had changed from the school where it was advertised to be held to 

the Community Hall, just prior to the commencement of the meeting at 

14h00. 

3.2 The community members who managed to attend the meeting vividly 

expressed their outrage in the way JD has conducted itself during the 

abovementioned public participation process, as well as their contentions 

to the approval of the proposed development. 

3.3 The meeting was abruptly adjourned by JD when the attending community 

members raised their contention to the procedurally unfair process 

adopted by JD. 

                                                            
5  Kindly refer to Annexure ‘D’ which is the ostensible, but clearly reluctant invitation for public 

participation 
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4.  The relevant legal authorities- 

4.1 When we consider the constitutional demands of openness, transparency6 

and fairness, administrative hearings have to be open to the public at 

large. 

4.2 JD is an organ of state, and thereby regarded as an administrator for all 

intent and purposes, because the intended rehabilitation is of course a 

public function. Therefore, JD is a private person performing a public 

function.7 

4.3 Included in its Impact Assessment Report (IAR) JD must (or must have) 

report to the Heritage Resources Agency (HRA) the results of the 

consultation with the communities affected by the proposed development.8 

4.4 It is therefore submitted, in amplification if the objection made herein, that 

JD has neither regard for nor intention to positively and meaningfully 

engage with the members of Jagersfontein, and it is thus requested, on 

behalf of said community members, that the Permit Committee Members 

deny or stay JD’s application until such meaningful engagement with the 

public on the impugned issue, including JD’s as well as their 

predecessor’s refusal to make the much-needed Corporate Social 

Investment (CSI) to revive the “ghost town” status Jagersfontein is now 

plague with. 

                                                            
6  Section 1(d) of the Constitution 
7  Section 239 of the Constitution 
8  Section 38(3)(e) of the National Heritage Resources Act No. 25 of 1999 
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5. Conclusion- 

From the facts above, it would clearly seem as though JD has repeated its mistake in its 

previous application which JCT had set aside on 30 August 2013. The Jagersfontein 

community implores the relevant heritage authorities to order JD back to the public 

participation process and notify the community members within a reasonable period, of 

the date set for such consultation. 

 

Signed  

 

 

 

…………………………………………………. 
          ESIAS JEREMIA GERBER 
(Duly authorised representative of the JCT) 
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